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Saturday 10th October 2.00pm
Join us on Zoom at 1.30pm for
friendly chat. Talk starts at 2pm.
Meeting ID: 895 6739 4462
Passcode: 599945

Click to join
Zoom event on
10th October

Changing the World
for the Better
A talk by Zion Lights who is a
passionate science advocate and
environmental journalist. The focus
of her talk will be evidence-based
solutions to the world's problems
including nuclear power, smart
transport options for the future,
and how ten billion people can live
sustainably on one planet.
In 2019 Zion Lights was a coordinator in Extinction
Rebellion UK’s Media & Messaging team, and founded its
newspaper, The Hourglass. She appeared on BBC World
News, The Andrew Neil Show, Politics Live, Good Morning
Britain, and many other TV and radio programmes as an
XR spokesperson. She is the author of The Ultimate Guide
to Green Parenting (2018) and the forthcoming Zero
Waste Kids, with Rob Greenfield.
Zion has been called ‘Britain’s greenest mother’ by The
Daily Telegraph and ‘an eco-pragmatist, happily heavy on
science’ by The Guardian. She has written for The Metro,
The Ecologist, City AM, and many other publications.

In 2020 Zion took up the position of Director of
Environmental Progress UK to campaign for nuclear
power. She has an MSc in Science Communication from
The University of the West of England (UWE).
Email: chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk
Phone: 07910 886629
HMRC Charities Ref No EW10227

Barbara Fogg
Music, Sport, and Humanism
We are very sad to announce
the death of Dorset Humanists
member Barbara Fogg at the
age of 104. Barbara attended
many of our Moordown
meetings. The image above
was taken on her 100th
birthday.
Humanist celebrant Simon Bull
conducted her funeral on
Wednesday 23rd September at
Harbour View Crematorium,
Lytchett Minster.
We learnt from moving
tributes by her daughter Karen
Fogg and other family
members that Barbara was an
excellent pianist, a piano
teacher, accompanist for the
U3A choir, and a lover of
chamber music and jazz.
Continued on page 2 
Click for
events

Click for
website
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European Young Humanists Month
From 7th – 28th October, Young Humanists UK is proud to host the inaugural European Young
Humanist Month in partnership with Young Humanists International.
Local contact for Young Humanists
Ronnie Barr is Young Humanists Ambassador for Dorset. If you’re a humanist
aged 18-35 Ronnie would love to hear from you!
ronaldalistairbarr@gmail.com
07543 541353

Click to book 

Notice of Dorset Humanists 2020 AGM
To ensure that we get our essential business done this year, we will have a short AGM for
members of Dorset Humanists on Saturday 14th November at 3.30pm (after the George
Holyoake talk – see next page). This will be to approve the 2019 accounts, elect your
committee, and announce the 2020 Winter Appeal. Formal motions and nominations to stand
for election to the committee should be received by the Secretary by 23 rd October. Please
contact David Warden or Cathy Silman for more details if required.
Email catherinesilman311@btinternet.com or phone 07817 695615.
Join us on Zoom for the George Holyoake talk at 2pm - AGM follows at
3.30pm. Meeting ID: 875 4573 2357 Passcode: 196789

Barbara Fogg
Continued from front page
At one stage she bought a spinet so that she
could play Bach as his music would have
sounded in his day.
Barbara was also a keen player of sport and
games including tennis, golf, croquet, bridge,
poker, and Scrabble. She was competitive and
she played to win.
She took an active interest in politics and
joined the Independent Labour Party in the
1930s and was a founding member of the SDP
in the 1980s.
Barbara was a lifelong atheist although she
preferred the term agnostic. She discovered
Humanism in the 1960s. It was a perfect fit,
helping her to articulate a philosophy of living
life to the full and aiming to do good in the
world. She used to say that the golden rule of
chamber music is “Keep going!”. It seems a
fitting epitaph for her life.

Click to attend AGM
on 14th November

“Groups of Six”
Would you like to host or participate in a
Group of Six?
As coronavirus restrictions are set to last
throughout the winter months we recognise
the importance of physically meeting with
other people as well as connecting online.
Currently, we are allowed to meet in groups
of up to six people. If you would like to host
or participate in a small group for a coffee or
a drink in a Covid-secure venue please get in
touch. Participants must of course follow
official safety guidelines.

chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk
07910 886629
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Wednesday 28th October 7.30pm
Join us on Zoom from 7.00pm for friendly chat. Talk starts at 7.30pm.
Meeting ID: 850 3652 8513 Passcode: 044384

Click to join this
Zoom event on
28th October

Architecture of the Age of
Reason in Dorset
A talk by John Hubbard. The architecture of the eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries was derived from rational,
mathematical models, based on the result of travel and
detailed study, and disseminated through a number of
publications. 'Georgian Architecture’, the label usually given, is
far too loose a term to capture the shifts in building design and
fashion in the period 1714-1820. This talk will attempt to
explore these changes within the classicism of the eighteenth
century as they are reflected in a range of buildings in the local
area from country houses to town reconstructions, mansions
and civic buildings and consider the origins of some of these
alterations in taste.
John Hubbard is a retired teacher of English. He has given us very interesting talks in the past
on George Eliot, E.M. Forster, Thomas Hardy, Tennessee Williams, architecture and painting.
Saturday 14th November 2.00pm
Join us on Zoom from 1.30pm for friendly chat. Talk starts at 2pm. 2020 AGM follows at
3.30pm. Meeting ID: 875 4573 2357 Passcode: 196789

George Jacob Holyoake

Click to join this
Zoom event on
14th November

The Life of a Great Victorian Humanist
A talk by David Warden, Chairman of Dorset Humanists. George
Holyoake's name is usually associated with the founding of secularism,
but it is widely recognised that his broad concept of secularism, which
he developed in the 1850s a decade before the founding of the
National Secular Society, is almost identical with what we call
‘Humanism’ today. At the age of twenty-five he spent six months in
Gloucester Jail for the offence of ‘improper levity’ towards God and he
spent the rest of his long life fighting for freedom of speech, freedom
of the press, morality without religion, and the co-operative
movement. In his eighties, he became chairman of the newly formed Rationalist Press
Association. At one stage, he was indirectly involved in a bomb plot to assassinate Napoleon
III. Later in life he breakfasted with William Gladstone, had an audience with 19 th US
President Rutherford Hayes, met Felix Adler, founder of the Ethical Societies, and became
firm friends with the great American secularist Robert G. Ingersoll.
Please join our Meetup site to be notified of more events including virtual coffee
mornings, virtual pub socials, and Groups of Six in your area.

Click for
Meetup
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Defining terms
Our main theme this month is
secularism. Poor public
understanding of what secularism
is, as Alastair Lichten said in his
talk to us in September, has
allowed secularism to be defined
by its opponents. The graphics on
this page aim to explain secularism
in relation to atheism and
Humanism.
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Secularist
1.

Takes no position on the God
question but holds that
government should not have a
religious character and that
governance should be rational
and secular, not religious or
theocratic. Holds that this
benefits everyone in a pluralist
state. Secularism is a political
philosophy.

2.

Liberal secularism allows for
religion to have an equal voice in
the public square but not a
privileged one. Harder versions
think that religion is purely a
matter of private piety and should
not intrude at all on the public
square.

3.

Campaigns for separation of
church and state,
disestablishment of the Church of
England, the ending of state
funding for schools with a
religious character, etc.

4.

Both Humanists UK and the
National Secular Society actively
campaign for secularism.

Atheist
1. Has no belief in God or gods
(soft or passive atheism); or
2. Is more or less certain there is
no God (hard atheism)
3. Atheism on its own says nothing
about values. It is an ontological
position about what does and
does not exist.
4. Active atheists challenge belief
in God as something which they
believe is irrational and harmful.

Humanist
1.

The word has a complex history but in the context of the modern humanist
movement it means basing your life on the values of the Enlightenment including
reason, science, progress, democracy, human rights, non-religious ethics and
believing in the potential for human happiness in this life rather than holding any
religious beliefs about God or life after death. In short, it is a philosophy of human
existence without recourse to any religious beliefs.

2.

Humanists in the humanist movement also identify as atheists (hard or soft
varieties) or agnostic (which is much the same as soft atheism).

3.

Humanists in the humanist movement support secularism.
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Secularism
What, Why, Who, Where,
When and How?
Alastair Lichten, Head of
Education at the National
Secular Society, spoke at
our September meeting.
Alastair studied politics at
Sussex University and
political communication
at Goldsmith’s, University
of London. He’s been
working for the National Secular Society for
nearly seven years. This is an edited transcript of
his talk. You can also watch his talk on our
YouTube channel.
The National Secular Society (NSS) is a nonprofit non-party-political organisation. We
campaign for a positive, I would say liberal, form
of secularism, with the separation of religion
and state and with everyone’s human rights
respected. As you might imagine, education is
the largest area of our work. I coordinate one of
our UK-wide campaigns No More Faith Schools,
which aims, firstly, to stop the opening of new
faith schools in the state sector and eventually
to move away entirely from faith-based
education in the state sector.
I know that many people like attending local
humanist groups for the social aspect or just to
listen to an interesting talk. Not everyone wants
to be an activist. But activism can be a great way
to grow or re-establish a group, bringing new
members, and show relevance. These will all be
important for groups such as Dorset Humanists
in the post lockdown world.

After running through some of the challenges
and opportunities facing the secularist
movement, I’m going to give a broad update on
where we are with various campaigns at the
moment, and how you can get involved. 
Click here to watch Alastair on YouTube

Charles Bradlaugh, founder of the National
Secular Society, joined the secularist
movement in 1850 when he was seventeen
years old.
As a teenager, Bradlaugh had been thrown
out of his family home for questioning the
truth of the thirty-nine articles (Church of
England doctrinal statement). For a while
he was looked after by Elizabeth Carlile,
the widow of Richard Carlile, who had
been jailed in Dorchester for printing
Thomas Paine’s The Age of Reason. He
came into contact with George Holyoake
and became President of the London
Secular Society in 1858. The National
Secular Society was established in 1866
with Bradlaugh as its leader.
In 1880, Bradlaugh was elected MP for
Northampton but he was unable to take
his seat in the Commons because, as an
atheist, he could not sincerely swear the
religious oath of allegiance to the Queen.
He attempted to take his seat but he was
arrested and briefly imprisoned in the
Clock Tower. In 1886, he was allowed to
take the oath (even though he remained a
declared atheist) but two years later he
secured the passage of the Oaths Act 1888,
whereby the oath of allegiance to the
Sovereign may be solemnly affirmed rather
than sworn to God.
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What is secularism?
Poor public understanding of what
secularism is, is perhaps our biggest
challenge and it has allowed secularism to
be defined by our opponents. There are
many different models of secularism,
divided into different traditions and on
scales of liberal to illiberal. We need to
accept this, rather than insisting there is just
one type of secularism.
Secularism at its heart is a political
philosophy which is deeply sceptical of state
or societal manifestations of religious
authority. Jean Baubérot, founder of the
sociology of secularism, argues that
secularism consists of three key principles:
1. Separation of religious institutions from
state institutions, and a public sphere
where religion may participate, but not
dominate.
2. Freedom to practise one’s faith or belief
without harming others, or to change it
or not have one, according to one’s own
conscience.
3. Equality so that our religious beliefs or
lack of them does not put any of us at an
advantage or disadvantage.
There are other ways we could understand
secularism. For example, we could see it as a
mechanism for translating our personal or
religious preferences into a common
language, where we can decide what it is
reasonable to ask of other people. So let’s
say we have Tom, who speaks the moral
language of Christianity, and Sara who
speaks the moral language of Islam. If they
want to make demands of each other, they
can’t make these directly. They need to
translate these into a common language
they both can understand, and accept that
some ideas just can’t be translated into that
language, and so can’t be used to compel
others.

In our Exploring Secularism resources, we
also quote President Obama on this theme:
“Democracy demands that the religiously
motivated translate their concerns into
universal, rather than religion-specific,
values. It requires that their proposals be
subject to argument, and amenable to
reason. I may be opposed to abortion for
religious reasons, but if I seek to pass a law
banning the practice, I cannot simply point
to the teachings of my church or evoke God’s
will. I have to explain why abortion violates
some principle that is accessible to people of
all faiths, including those with no faith at
all.” Barack Obama
Secularism is a defender of pluralism. To see
an example of this, I like to point to public
libraries, especially in discussions over
schools. Our public services – the majority
of which are thankfully free from religious
discrimination and privilege – show
secularist principles in action. Those who
want to impose religious values in public
institutions don't like secular neutrality. They
veer between claiming that without a
religious basis schools would be amoral
wastelands and complaining that not
imposing religion imposes atheism. A public
library is not a morally neutral place. Its very
existence is a moral decision. But a public
library is morally non-partisan. It is
underpinned by values of equality, freedom
of speech and pluralism, but personal moral
viewpoints aren't privileged. 

Please support Dorset Humanists by joining for just £15.00 a year. We are funded
entirely by donations and subscriptions.
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A librarian may morally object to the
religious, political or cooking books that you
pick from the shelves, but they serve you
equally. Even the Religion and Belief section
in a public library doesn't tend to privilege
the subject or specific views, treating it as
just another area of interest, within which
different ideas and criticisms have their
place. The pluralism of the library is about
providing a space for ideas.
The relationship between public and private
libraries mirrors secular pluralism. If you
want to organise a library entirely around
your religious interest, or partisan political
view, or favourite TV show, we generally
realise why that should be a private or
voluntary endeavour, rather than a public
one. One of the inconvenient things for
people arguing against secularism is how
absurd it seems when you take a secular
public service and suggest organising it
around religion. The idea of one third of
libraries being 'faith libraries' is absurd.

Why does secularism matter?
As a movement, secularists have not always
been effective at explaining why their cause
matters and should matter to everyone
regardless of their own beliefs. To some
people secularism can appear as just a list of
anti-religious complaints. To others,
secularism could appear overly-theoretical,
divorced from their everyday practical
concerns. Many people enjoy the freedoms
from religion that the secularist movement
has secured in this country and most liberal
democracies over the last century. And so
they don’t feel the need for secularism.
Many people are lucky enough to not have
religion impose its authority in their lives.
It’s important for the secularist movement
to tell the story of why secularism matters,
not only through broad moral principles, but
through the stories of real people and how
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their lives are impacted by the inappropriate
imposition of religion. I see this particularly
in our education campaigns. We have an
area of our research I call ‘The Choice
Delusion’, looking at families forced into
faith schools against their wishes, or unable
to access the local school. It matters that
20,000 families are assigned faith schools
against their wishes but people are more
likely to connect to ‘John from Plymouth’
who has to send both his children to faith
schools because they have no choice. Or
‘Zoe from Brighton’ whose daughter isn’t
welcome at the school two minutes’ walk
from her house.
Why does secularism matter? Imagine the
societies we would have if we didn’t have
secularism to hold religious authoritarianism
in check. We only need to look at theocracies
around the world. The phenomenal success
of The Handmaid’s Tale TV series over the
last few years, a fictional world which
imagines the defeat of secularism in the
United States and replaced with an open
theocracy, shows these are issues people
care about.

Historical notes…
In the 1850s, when George Jacob
Holyoake and Charles Bradlaugh started
campaigning for secularism, England
virtually was a theocracy. Holyoake was
jailed for the mildest of injudicious
remarks about God, most tutors at
Oxford and Cambridge were Church of
England clerics, Charles Darwin was
fearful to publish his theory because of
the likely charge of atheism, and
atheists were generally considered to
attacking the moral foundations of
society by their very existence.

Did you know? Dorset Humanists is a member of the South Central England Humanists
Network, supporting humanist groups across the region.
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The taboo against criticising religion, and the
desire to work with people of all faiths and
none, means that many human rights
movements downplay the influence of
religious authoritarianism in the causes they
are fighting for. From LGBT rights, to the
struggle for racial and gender equality, there
are people of faith and without faith on all
sides, but by downplaying the role of
religious authoritarianism we undermine the
importance of secularism in virtually every
human rights struggle.

Who are the National
Secular Society?
We are a democratic organisation created to
represent and advance the secularist
movement in the UK. Our story began in
1866 when a number of secularist groups
from around the UK came together to
strengthen their campaigns. Their leader
was Charles Bradlaugh. Since those early
days the NSS has pioneered many important
social reforms and society has changed a lot.
But the secularist movement is clearly much
bigger than just the NSS. I would argue that
anyone opposed to outright theocracy is at
least somewhat secular-ish. If you think that
religion is a personal matter that shouldn’t
be imposed or privileged then you’re a
secularist, whether or not you have a
religion yourself. In opposing religious
privilege and authoritarianism, non-religious
people have common cause with many
religious leaders.
Because secularism is poorly understood,
and often maligned, most secularists don’t
identify with this label. There’s a huge
undercurrent for and support for secularism
in the UK. But proponents of religious
privilege are disproportionately concentrated in the political establishment. Here
are just a few statistics put together on our
website:
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• 60% of UK adults agree that religion
should be "kept separate from
government policies". This includes 81%
of the religiously unaffiliated, 59% of
Christians
with
'low
levels
of
commitment' and 55% of Christians with
'moderate levels of commitment'. 2018
Pew Research Study.
• 62% of Britons say there is "no place in
UK politics for religious influence of any
kind". ComRes 2016.
• 79% strongly agree or tend to agree that
governments should not interfere in
religion. 92% of Britons think the law
should apply to everyone equally,
regardless of their personal religious
beliefs. Ipsos MORI 2012.
• 76% of people say that religious leaders
should not influence how people vote in
elections. 71% of people say that
religious leaders should have no influence
over the decisions of the government.
YouGov 2012

Where does secularism fit in to the
wider belief or political landscape?
Our former President Terry Sanderson used
the analogy of the classic Venn Diagram with
three circles representing:
• Atheism or scepticism as an intellectual
position
• Humanism and other non-religious
ethical lifestyles
• Secularism as a political and social
principle
The question then arises how should the
secularism circle position itself with regard
to the other two circles and other groupings
that people might fall into? A variety of
countries have secularist constitutional
settlements. These include the USA, 

Did you know? Dorset Humanists is an associate member of Humanists International
which represents humanist organisations on every continent.
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France and many others. Last week the
Sudan government promised to end 30
years of Islamist law by separating religion
and state. 53% of countries in the world
have no official or preferred religion. Only
22% do have an official state religion,
including the UK (Pew Research 2017).
Around the world, even where there is no
formal separation of church and state, there
is a clear correlation between liberal
democracy, human rights and restrictions on
religious authoritarianism. One of our free
resources for students looks at secularism
around the world and how six countries,
ranging from authoritarian and theocratic
regimes, to liberal democracies, approach
the separation of religion and state.

When?
There are some who believe that the era of
liberal secular democracies has passed its
peak.
Some
people
believe
that
authoritarianism is the future. These people
look at the United States’ retreat from
liberal democracy and constitutional
secularism, they point to authoritarian and
anti-secularist principles in India and China,
and to growing theocratic movements. This
is a bleak view. I can’t say for sure that it is
wrong, but I hope that is. Even in the most
theocratic and anti-secularist regimes, there
will always be people willing to stand up to
religious authoritarianism and for their own
and others’ freedom. Nonetheless, the
retreat from constitutional secularism often,
though not exclusively, in the face of
populism in countries such as the United
States, India and Turkey, to name just a few,
is deeply concerning. The alternative view is
that now is the time for secularism. Faced
with the damage done by populist wielding
of religion as a weapon, many liberals may
be rediscovering the value of separating
religion and government.
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The UK has never been more religiously
diverse nor less religious. We have a
national church in terminal decline, those
with no religion are set to be an evergrowing majority and even many religious
people pay little attention to the
pronouncements of so-called faith leaders. It
would be a mistake to draw a simplistic
correlation between declining religiosity and
rising support for secularism, but some
correlation is surely likely. The rising
evangelism and religiosity of Church of
England schools for example is clearly a
reaction to their churches’ growing inability
to retain adult followers. There is a growing
interest in constitutional reform and
willingness
to
question
outdated
institutions. So, if the time for secularism is
now, are we ready to seize the opportunity?

How do we achieve secularism?
This depends largely on what type of
secularism we want. I don’t think we can
achieve or necessary want to achieve
American-style secularism or French-style
secularism. I think we need to pursue a
robust yet inclusive liberal secularism in line
with the secularism we traditionally have in
the UK.
A big question that the secularist movement
has faced over the last few decades, and
which other organisations have taken a
different approach to, is whether we should
seek to remove religious privileges, or gain
similar privileges for the non-religious. The
advantage of the latter approach is that it
might make it easier to build alliances. But
the disadvantage is that it can risk
entrenching religious privilege.
The NSS was founded by an MP, Charles
Bradlaugh, who was denied his seat in
Parliament because he was an atheist. We
have always seen Parliament as the route for
constitutional change. But we can’t allow 

We encourage our members to support both Humanists UK and the National Secular Society by
becoming individual subscribers.
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our focus to be too narrow. We need to
pursue other avenues to advance
secularism, including legal challenges and
mass social movements.

public order bill that will threaten free
expression. Our campaigning work also
includes protecting healthcare from
unreasonable religious imposition.

We still have an established church in this
country, and defenders of religious privilege
are concentrated in positions of power. To
challenge that power, we need a much more
organised and broad secularist movement.
We need to build and strengthen alliances
with secularists of all faiths and beliefs. We
need to create a compelling shared narrative
about the importance of secularism, not
only in theoretical moral terms, but in terms
directly relevant to people’s lives. We need
to think about all of our campaigns not only
in terms of legislative changes sought, but
social changes. On every campaign issue, we
need to think about how we can empower
individuals and local groups.

The formal constitutional separation of
church and state is always a key
campaigning priority. This year we helped
introduce a Private Member’s Bill to end
bishops’ automatic seats in the House of
Lords. We’ve highlighted abuses by religious
charities and campaigned against religious
exemptions to welfare laws. So that’s a
really wide range of work. 

In terms of education, our biggest
campaigns this year have been our national
No More Faith Schools campaign, our work
reforming religious education, our ongoing
campaigns to end compulsory and coercive
worship
in
schools.
Challenging
inappropriate evangelism and schools is
another important area of our casework. We
advise parents dealing with this issue very
regularly.
It may have slipped down the agenda a bit
this year, but in recent years we have done a
lot of work challenging religious dogma
around relationships and sex education.
Issues of extremism and disregard for
children’s rights in independent religious
schools, including unregistered faith schools,
has been a growing issue.
Away from education, protecting freedom of
expression is always a high priority. We are
currently playing a leading role in the
campaign in Scotland against the illconceived parts of a new hate crime and

In the Q&A session, Alastair was asked
why don’t the various secularist bodies
such as the NSS and Humanists UK
amalgamate for greater strength and
effectiveness? His answer was to point to
the environmental movement and ask
whether all the various environmental
groups should be combined into one big
group. He felt that there is strength in
diversity.

Further information and reading
• Dorset Humanists is an associate group of
the National Secular Society. We have
invited Alastair to visit us in person in
2021.
• Free educational resources can be found
at www.exploringsecularism.org
• How to Be Secular: A Call to Arms for
Religious Freedom (2013) Jacques
Berlinerblau. (Written from a US
perspective but includes a good historical
analysis of secularism.)
• Secularism: A Very Short Introduction
(2019) Andrew Copson. Andrew spoke at
Dorset Humanists last year about this
book.

Click here for the National Secular Society website 

View from the Chair
David Warden
Chairman of Dorset Humanists

J

acques Berlinerblau in How to Be Secular: A Call to Arms for Religious Freedom (2013)
reminds us that political secularism was developed by Christian philosophers such
as John Locke as a way to stop different sects of Christians from massacring each
other. Secularism is a thoroughly Christian idea. But it’s also an idea that was
developed in the 19th century ‘to create a space for nonbelievers’.
Secularism, as Alistair Lichten rightly pointed out in his talk, should be a
defender of pluralism. This means allowing different worldviews and religions to coexist in peace. The UK is a strange hybrid in that the state is nominally Christian but
this goes back to the time of Henry VIII when it proved expedient to bring the church
under state control rather than allow it to be subservient to a foreign power in the
Vatican. There may also be an argument for an established state church as a moral
restraint on government. But Alastair’s defence of secular pluralism is at odds with the
National Secular Society’s No More Faith Schools campaign which he heads. The right of
parents to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children is enshrined
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 26.3). This should be ‘holy writ’
for humanists and secularists. Yet we regularly hear the argument that this right only
benefits rich people who can pay for their own schools, not ordinary taxpayers. The
NSS also argues that ‘The state should not fund proselytization or allow the schools it
funds to inculcate children into a particular religion.’ This is a biased way to frame the
argument. Of course, a secular state should not ‘inculcate’ religion but there is nothing
to stop it from permitting pluralism in education with tax revenues funded by the
religious and non-religious alike. Indeed, this is what secularism itself should be
allowing, rather than seeking to shut down schools it does not like. Alastair’s argument
about libraries is a non sequitur. No one is asking for public faith libraries.
There are plenty of good arguments against faith schools and for ‘inclusive
community schools’ (a euphemism for secular schools). But to adapt Voltaire,
secularists may disapprove of faith schools but defend their right to exist. Reform and
regulation is a better way forward to promote fairness and peaceful co-existence. There
is certainly an oversupply of faith schools, especially at primary level, and this means
that many parents are forced to send their children to faith schools against their will.
This is the real scandal and of course it should be addressed. The state should also
ensure that faith schools teach values which are in conformity with good citizenship,
social cohesion, and the wellbeing of children with regard to conscience, sexuality, and
gender identity. Maybe it’s time for secularists and humanists to question the received
dogma on faith schools. Arguing against religious privilege on the one hand whilst
seeking exclusive privilege for secular schools on the other looks like a contradiction.

